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Abstract
The planning of semi-autonomous vehicles in traffic scenarios is a relatively new problem that contributes
towards the goal of making road travel by vehicles free of human drivers. An algorithm needs to ensure
optimal real time planning of multiple vehicles (moving in either direction along a road), in the presence of a
complex obstacle network. Unlike other approaches, here we assume that speed lanes are not present and
that different lanes do not need to be maintained for inbound and outbound traffic. Our basic hypothesis is to
carry forward the planning task to ensure that a sufficient distance is maintained by each vehicle from all other
vehicles, obstacles and road boundaries. We present here a 4-layer planning algorithm that consists of road
selection (for selecting the individual roads of traversal to reach the goal), pathway selection (a strategy to
avoid and/or overtake obstacles, road diversions and other blockages), pathway distribution (to select the
position of a vehicle at every instance of time in a pathway), and trajectory generation (for generating a curve,
smooth enough, to allow for the maximum possible speed). Cooperation between vehicles is handled
separately at the different levels, the aim being to maximize the separation between vehicles. Simulated
results exhibit behaviours of smooth, efficient and safe driving of vehicles in multiple scenarios; along with
typical vehicle behaviours including following and overtaking.

Keywords: Unmanned Ground Vehicles, Dijkstra’s Algorithm, Optimization, Robotic Motion Planning,
Nonholonomic constraints, Autonomous Vehicles
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1. Introduction
The task of planning a semi-autonomous vehicle involves the computation of a smooth trajectory for the vehicle
to reach a predetermined goal position. The presence of multiple vehicles on the road at the same time stresses
the design of effective coordination techniques such that no collision occurs between any two vehicles.
Conventionally a similar problem has been studied as multi-robot motion planning [1, 2]. Research in this
domain usually does consider non-holonomic constraints, static and dynamic obstacles, as well as coordination
between vehicles; however planning autonomous vehicles differs in terms of the existence of roads which gives
rise to specific problems, the presence of road boundaries, different times of emergence of different vehicles,
vehicle size, diverse speed capabilities amongst vehicles, and the twin problems of higher speeds and difficult or
error prone steering mechanisms.
Multi-robot motion planning techniques may be centralized or decentralized. Centralized planning approaches
result in a fairly complex configuration space which is time consuming to search and knowledge must be
assumed about the robot sources and goals apriori [3]. This eliminates their direct use in the planning of
autonomous vehicles. Decentralized approaches meanwhile stress the building of effective coordination
strategies (e.g. [4]), without which the resultant plan may be erroneous or may make some vehicle travel by
unreasonably long paths. Even with decent cooperation strategies, individual algorithms invariably have their
own limitations which include the discrete space and time consuming nature of graph search approaches [5], the
time consuming nature of the evolutionary approaches [6, 7], loss of completeness and related problems of the
potential [8], fuzzy [9] and neural [10] approaches, etc.
Related research includes the work of Tu and Baltes [11] who used a fuzzy based potential function. Here robot
movement was by decided on via computation of the gradient of fuzzy potential fields. The entire modelling in
this approach constituted the use of fuzzy arithmetic for potential computation, based on which the robot moved.
Baxter et al. [12] used the concept of shared potential for the coordination of multiple robots. Meanwhile Lian
and Murray [13] solved the problem of multiple robot single target path planning. Here three separate scenarios
were taken of a single robot, a swarm of robots, and un-coordinated multiple robots. Planning used BSpline
paths, which were optimized by quadratic programming approaches. In a different vein, the use of MultiCellular Automata can be found in the work of Marchese [14]. Here the automata are formulated in such a
manner that the goal attracts and obstacles repel the robotic movement. Klancar and Skrjanc [15] carry forward
the task to plan and control multiple robots using Bernstein–Bézier curves. The authors do so by making an
optimization equation which attempts to enable robots reach the goal in shortest path, with largest gaps between
themselves.
Limitations of each of the individual algorithms can be solved by hybridizing them so that the individual
advantages add up, wherein each algorithm removes the limitations of other algorithms. In this paper we study
the problem and the solution requirements, specific to planning for autonomous vehicles. In particular, the
approach used involves a layered architecture. In this mechanism we differ, in several ways, from the available
hybrid architectures like ACTRESS [16, 17] and those used in the DARPA Grand Challenge [18, 19].
ACTRESS (and related architectures) provides a generalized sensing, planning, manipulation, coordination,
communication and control architecture for mobile robotics. The complete hierarchy of the system includes
static path planning, the use of a local algorithm, mobile rules, task prioritization, deadlock avoidance by lowlevel and high-level deadlock solvers, and human operator expertise. A multi-level planning architecture on
these lines was presented by Vendrell et al. [20] concentrating upon planning, sensing, and re-planning for
multiple robots. The hierarchy consisted of mission planning, task planning, action planning, motion planning,
trajectory planning, and robot order planning.
Architectures exhibited in the DARPA Grand Challenge usually do not account for coordination between
vehicles (since the attempt is to win the challenge, the strategy is rather not to let other vehicles gain benefit)
and assume the presence of predefined speed lanes. Speed lanes reduce the planning problem significantly to
one of decision making regarding the change of speed lane. Whilst this makes the problem simpler in most
respects, it may not be prevalent, or mandatorily followed on all roads. In a situation where vehicles have
varying widths, ranging from big cars to two-wheelers, predefined speed lanes will almost surely not lead to an
optimal utilization of road space.
The basic motivation behind our approach is the naturally observable behaviour that humans tend to drive in a
manner so as to maximize the separation between obstacles, other vehicles or road endings. While driving on a
broad road humans tend to perform a comfortable overtake of a vehicle, whilst on a narrower road overtaking
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takes place, but with greater caution and narrower gaps. This is indeed another difference between our planning
approach and conventional mobile robot motion planning [21], where the task is usually to generate a smooth
trajectory of the smallest length. This makes the separation between vehicle and obstacle minimal, which we
completely contradict by maximizing the distance. Here again the presence of roads is responsible for the
difference.
Obstacles may have multiple meanings in this paper. On English roads, parked vehicles are primarily obstacles,
and these can be multiple in number. In an autonomous scenario, non-autonomous vehicles also act as obstacles.
In the case of a broken down vehicle or in an accident scenario the affected vehicles then become obstacles. In
some situations, very slow moving vehicles may themselves be better modelled as obstacles. Besides these
situations, the conventional meaning of obstacle holds.
The heuristic of separation maximization may certainly seem to be suboptimal in certain cases. However, traffic
efficiency is mainly characterized by optimal route selection. The path length is approximately the length of the
road, which is almost the same for all lateral positions on roads. Lateral distances mainly dictate the safety
associated with the drive. From a statistical point of view certainly it would be best if vehicles just kiss each
other and go on. We regard the drop in efficiency as not being significant. It is assumed that the road scenario
does not have very wide roads, of the order of many speed lanes together with small traffic density. This is a
valid assumption considering such roads are themselves on many occasions broken up into multiple smaller
width roads.
A glimpse of this heuristic holding in traffic is visible in present traffic. We draw attention here to a traffic
scenario where speed lanes are not implemented – the Indian traffic system. Vehicles nicely place themselves in
between other vehicles so as to comfortably fit in, or in other words exactly between adjoining vehicles. As per
assumptions the traffic density is high or roads are not very wide.
In mobile robotics the map is largely bounded or completely unbounded (as in [22]) and hence the objective is
the computation of smallest distance. In autonomous vehicles, however, any path may have a path length
roughly equivalent to the length of the road. Hence safe driving (considering differences between mobile robots
and the bulky vehicles) is more important. The attempt to maximize separation plays a major role in the entire
planning process. Firstly it ensures no collision and further sufficient room for corrections for the robotic control
or speed and steering mechanism. At the same time the approach acts as a predefined heuristic to make planning
fast, real-time and still complete. Equivalent graph search approaches [5], evolutionary approaches [6, 7], or
other similar approaches would take a long time to generate paths that (based on this heuristic) we can generate
in a reasonably short time. While at the global level the map is known fairly well by GPS data, at the local level
the map may be built individually or collectively by vehicles using their sensors. Ortigosa et al. [23] describe the
use of stereovision for making depth graphs for road like scenarios. The map records the presence of obstacles
and road boundaries. Using the same vehicle can be made to traverse on the road. In another related approach
Shinzato and Wolf [24] use neural classifiers for the detection of road and obstacles.
An assumption here is that different vehicles on the road have different importances which reflect the need for
them to overtake. It is imperative for the higher importance vehicles to overtake low importance ones, usually
because they are capable of higher speeds. Hence overtaking must happen whenever feasible. This, in concept,
is similar to the application of social potential in mobile robotics [25]. Gayle et al. [26] also used the concept of
a generalized social potential field for the motion coordination of robots. Here every moving agent or robot had
a social behaviour, based on which was applied a potential that affected the motion of the other robots. However
the mere use of a prioritized approach [27] may not solve the problem of overtaking as it may cause one vehicle
to drive straight with no cooperation with another vehicle which may, as a result, have a very poor path or no
feasible path at all. Further decision making as to when and where to overtake is also important. In any case
there may be a requirement for the adjustment of speeds. Here again we differ from methods where higher
priority vehicles plan and lower priority vehicles adjust their speed (and path) in response to avoid collision [28,
29] or approaches where different vehicles cooperatively decide a collision free velocity [30], neglecting each
other’s velocity limits or importance.
The task considered here is to develop a system that plans and moves semi-autonomous vehicles as per the given
scenario. A total of 4 levels of hierarchies have been worked out, each hierarchy contributing in its own way to
collision avoidance and distance maximization. The contributions of the paper are (i) To propose a more
realistic traffic simulation scenario where (a) vehicles have high diversity in speeds, sizes, and acceleration
limits, (b) speed lanes are not considered, hence any part of the road may be used for inbound or outbound
traffic, and (c) the road has numerous obstacles spread in a complex manner. (ii) To propose a general planning
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hierarchy in an assumed complex modelling scenario, where any algorithm may be used at any level of
hierarchy. (iii) To use simple heuristics such as separation maximization, vehicle following and overtaking, to
plan the trajectories of multiple vehicles in real time. (iv) An emphasis is placed on the width of feasible roads
as an important factor in the decision making process. With this work we take a step forward towards our
attempt to make a traffic simulation system consisting of large numbers of diverse autonomous vehicles
operating in a city network. This clearly represents an intelligent transportation system of the future.
Before we consider the complete architecture of the algorithm a few terms and definitions are discussed which
form the base of the development of algorithm. Section 2 gives the problem formulation and general modelling
scenario of the solution developed. The complete algorithm with each of the hierarchies involved is presented in
section 3. Simulation results are given in section 4. Some related works with which the algorithm may be
compared are given in section 5 and some concluding remarks are made in section 6.

2. Modelling Framework
Before we proceed with the discussion of the problem and the approach, let us define several terms used
throughout the paper.
Definition 1 Road: A road is the collection of all points inside the given map that any vehicle may use for its
traversal. A road is bounded by its two boundaries, each starting/ending at either an extremity of a map, or a
crossing region.
Definition 2 Crossing and Crossing Region: A Crossing Region is the region where different roads meet. A
crossing is the mean position of this region.
Definition 3 Maximum Speed, Restricted Speed and Bounded Speed: Every vehicle Ri has a maximum
permissible speed (called maximum speed) as per its design and safety regulations. Every road has an associated
speed restriction (called restricted speed) disallowing a vehicle to drive at speeds which may make travel risky.
Hence maximum speed with which the vehicle may travel on road is given by the least of the two values.
However, on many occasions if a vehicle travels at the maximum or restricted speed this may possibly lead to a
collision and hence a vehicle may be planed to reduce its permissible speed to a lower limit. The planned speed
limit is called the bounded speed. A typical example of bounded speed is having a slow vehicle in front with no
room to overtake. At any time the vehicle must travel at a speed lower than the bounded speed. Let the bounded
speed of vehicle Ri be denoted by vbi.
Definition 4 Path: A path of vehicle is the specification of the roads and crossing regions that the vehicle
travels in order to reach its goal from the source. The path only specifies the roads and crossings, and not the
position inside the roads and crossings which are decided by the lower levels of planning.
Definition 5 Trajectory: The trajectory of any vehicle is a smooth curve over which the vehicle Ri is moving or
is supposed to be moving. It specifies the exact position of the vehicle inside the roads and crossings.
Definition 6 Road Segment: The entire road may be too big to allow complete planning considering the needs
of multi-vehicle coordination at a specific time slice. Hence for every vehicle the road is divided into a number
of segments called road segments, which may overlap with each other. A vehicle route is planned at every road
segment entry. Overlapping means the vehicle route may be planned (or re-planned) while it is still in some
segment, when it is about to enter another road segment. The planning algorithm is such that the optimality of
the trajectory at the segment end cannot be ascertained apriori as the view of the planner is restricted to be only
within the segment under consideration, and not beyond. Vehicles therefore need to foresee the road ahead in
order to decide the best obstacle avoidance and vehicle avoidance strategy. By overlapping trajectories, the
original trajectory plan at the segment end is not normally used in practice as the plan for the next segment
subsumes it. For ease of discussion the subsequent text refers to road and road segment interchangeably.
Definition 7 Free Road: In the toughest scenario a road would be embedded with multiple obstacles. Each of
these obstacles will have its own shape and size. We apply here a convex hull algorithm [31] to get rid of all
concave regions in the obstacle, as it is unlikely that a vehicle wants to place itself inside an obstacle segment.
The free road excludes all regions occupied by obstacles or their concave regions. Free road (along with free
crossing region) is the modified map used for collision checking by the algorithm.
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Definition 8 Pathway: The presence of multiple obstacles in a road segment necessitates the generation of an
optimal strategy in which every obstacle must be avoided. This can be fundamentally broken down into the
decision to steer the vehicle to the left or right of each of these obstacles. A Pathway is a closed region of free
road such that no obstacle (or its concave region) lies inside it.
Definition 9 Pathway segment: A pathway may be broken down into a number of (mostly fixed length)
segments along the length of the road, where each segment is known as pathway segment. These segments are
non-overlapping for a pathway. The point where the pathway segment ends is important for algorithmic working
and is taken to be the midpoint of the extremities of the two boundaries bounding the pathway segment. The end
location known as pathway segment end centre represents the entire pathway segment for algorithmic
computations. In the rest of the discussions the terms pathway segment and pathway segment end centre would
be used interchangeably.
Definition 10 Distributed Pathway: At any instance of time, a number of vehicles may lie or may be projected
to lie over a pathway segment. The complete segment space (along the width) needs to be distributed amongst
the individual vehicles. As per design a vehicle may not directly lie in front of another vehicle in a pathway
segment, due to its small length.
The basic problem is to plan and move a number of robotic vehicles in a given map. Let the problem have a total
of N robotic vehicles. The map consists of a number of roads that criss-cross each other in crossings. It is
assumed that the road boundaries and crossing positions are known apriori. Each vehicle Ri has its own source
point Si and goal point Gi and emerges into the planning scenario at time T i. The source and goals of vehicles
are known apriori, but not before their emergence into the planning scenario. The task is to simultaneously plan
and move these vehicles, such that no collision occurs. On top of this the kinematic constraints of individual
vehicles are considered. At any instance of time t, let the vehicle R i be at position Li(t) (xi(t), yi(t), θi(t)) and
moving at a speed of vi(t) in the direction θi(t). Hence Li(Ti) = Si. It is assumed that the vehicles are rectangular
or may be bounded inside a rectangle [32] of length li and width wi.
As per the definitions, the algorithm needs to be optimal at various levels. If seen by a macroscopic view, the
algorithm operates multiple vehicles in an optimal path, and from a microscopic view, the algorithm generates
feasible and optimal trajectories for motion of each of the vehicles. At the highest level of planning the
algorithm needs to judiciously select the roads so as to make an optimal path. At the next level it needs the
selection of an optimal strategy to avoid the static obstacles considering the complex obstacle network and the
presence of other vehicles in the scenario. At the next level it needs an optimal coordination strategy for
avoidance of collision between any two vehicles. At the finest level it needs to check the feasibility of trajectory.

3. Algorithm Framework
The basic algorithm developed for the purpose has a 4 tier planning architecture. Each of the levels works at a
different level of abstraction of the complete map, with the topmost layer being the most abstract layer. Unlike
the general mechanism of decomposition of map used in mobile robotics [33, 34], the decomposition here is on
logical grounds. The topmost layer works over the complete map and uses Dijkstra’s algorithm to select the path
or the roads and crossing regions that the vehicle, whose route is being planned, needs to take to reach the goal
from the source by the shortest distance. Planning thereafter is done for the road segment that the vehicle enters.
Dijkstra’s algorithm is a single source shortest path computation algorithm. The algorithm takes as input a
weighted graph along with a source node. An attempt is made to find the shortest path from the source to all the
other nodes in the graph. Dynamic programming is used as the basis of computation of the shortest paths. The
algorithm iteratively computes the shortest paths starting from the source node whose path length is zero. Here
path length denotes the objective to be optimized from source and weights denote the contribution of a single
edge towards this objective.
The next level of planning is used to decide the pathway planned for the vehicle. Here again Dijkstra’s algorithm
is used, however in this level the attempt is to additionally select wide pathway segments for travelling. The
next layer of planning involves pathway distribution that directs the vehicles to the (approximately) correct
location at every pathway segment. Prioritization and distance maximization is used for the task. The distributed
pathway so generated is smoothed in the last level of planning in that the trajectory generator uses BSpline
curves to generate motion curves to avoid collision and at the same time allow maximum permissible speeds.
The complete algorithm has been summarized in Figure 1.
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Vehicle to be planned
Road Selection

Road/Crossing Map

Path
Pathway Selection
All Vehicle Pathways

Replan

Pathway Replan
Pathway Distribution
Distributed Pathway

All Vehicle Trajectories

Trajectory Generation
Trajectory
Controller

Figure 1: General Algorithm Framework. The algorithm consists of 4 hierarchies consisting of selection of
roads to travel from source to goal (hierarchy 1), having a proper strategy to avoid all obstacles also called as a
pathway (hierarchy 2), computing position of vehicle within pathway so that separations between vehicles is
maximized also called distributed pathway (hierarchy 3), and computing a smooth and feasible trajectory for
vehicle motion (hierarchy 4). The 4 hierarchies of all vehicles interact with each other for coordination.

Coordination is an important feature into the domain of multi-robots. This task is performed at different levels in
our approach. Each vehicle publishes its pathway and the trajectory that is currently being followed for
coordination with other vehicles. Hence a layer-by-layer coordination is performed. Priority based approaches
are used at individual levels, where distance traversed within the segment (measured in terms of the number of
pathway-segments) is indicative of the vehicles’ priority. In simple terms, vehicles ahead have higher priority.
This is unlike traditional priority based approaches [27], higher priority vehicles in our approach do create as
much space as possible for lower priority vehicles thereby making possible trajectories likely for all vehicles.
Planning is not strictly a layer by layer mechanism in the developed algorithm. For any vehicle whose route is
being planned, a planning hierarchy can decide to restart the planning operation (due to a change in map or
bounded speed of itself or another vehicle) or instead to replan the route of some other vehicle. Hence this is a
feedback system that operates between layers.
Communication between vehicles is not restricted to information of their published pathways and trajectories,
but rather extends to the ability to rectify speeds and force a change of paths and replans. Solving a problem
where the vehicle emergence and travel plan is not known in advance (any vehicle can emerge, modify its plan,
or necessitate replan due to accumulated errors at any time) such a mechanism becomes inevitable. Each of the
hierarchies, from top to bottom, is explained in the following sub-sections.

3.1 Hierarchy 1: Path Computation
The first task is to plan the path of the vehicle, in other words to select the set of roads that the vehicle R i will
use to reach its goal. Planning is done when a vehicle emerges into the planning scenario at time T i and location
Si, having its goal as Gi. Since the roads and crossings are known apriori, we build a road network graph. Source
Si and Goal Gi are added as additional vertices, connected by edges to the crossings they lead to in the graph.
Dijkstra’s algorithm, a single source shortest path algorithm [35], is used for the planning purpose.
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Planning steps henceforth work over roads (or road segments). It is essential to get rid of crossing regions that
may lie between any two roads and to replace them with architecture similar to roads that can then become part
of the plan. This is done by introducing virtual boundaries across the points where the roads end. In case of the
presence of a roundabout, the region marked by virtual boundaries should exclude the roundabout region. The
complete path may now alternatively be assumed to be a single road characterized by the two boundaries formed
by joining the boundaries of the individual roads and the virtual boundaries of the corresponding crossing
regions. The road may be further broken down into overlapping segments over which the subsequent levels
operate.
It must be noted here that for optimal performance, the algorithm presented needs to be assisted by some
intelligent algorithm for planning in scenarios of crossing, diversions, mergers, parking, etc. The focus of the
paper is on single road scenarios only, while the authors propose the other scenarios to be worked over into the
future.
The result of the use of Dijkstra’s algorithm over a sample map is given in Figure 2. Dijkstra’s algorithm is
called only once during the motion of the vehicle. However it may be additionally called on when a blockage is
detected or if traffic is extremely slow on some road, which should be avoided [36].
Goal
Crossing
Virtual
Boundary

Path

Crossing
Region
Boundary1

Source

Road

Road/Boundary
Ends

Boundary2

Figure 2: Path generated by Dijkstra’s algorithm. The algorithm computes the set of roads which lead to the
goal by the shortest path. Other roads in the crossing region are isolated by virtual boundaries. The resultant
road is further broken into road segments.

3.2 Hierarchy 2: Pathway Selection
The next level of planning deals with the selection of the optimal pathway, given that the vehicle is travelling on
a road segment. This hierarchy is an obstacle avoidance strategy that defines the manner in which all the
obstacles in the road segment are to be avoided. The output is a pathway which is part of a free road segment
within which the vehicle is supposed to be moving. The pathway is bounded by obstacles or road boundaries on
two sides and hence no collision with static obstacles is possible whenever a vehicle is completely within the
pathway. The first task is to find out all the pathway segments, and then to select the correct sequence of
traversal of these pathway segments that makes the overall route. We first discuss here planning with a single
vehicle, and later generalize the algorithm for more vehicles.

3.2.1 Pathway Segments Computation:
We assume first that the pathway segments are of equal length, measured along the direction of the road. A
sweeping line is made to traverse from one extremity of the road segment and to the other extremity. Traversal
is made in step sizes of Δ, the length of the pathway segment. A point Y is said to be accessible by vehicle Ri if
vehicle Ri placed at Y in direction of the road has every part of vehicle at free road.
A collection of all pathways may be extracted out for the given road segment as given by algorithm 1. The
sweeping line starts from segment start to segment end (Line 2), the extremities of which, at any time, lie at two
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boundaries (Line 3). All transitions from feasible to infeasible states are recorded, which mark either pathway
segment start (Line 5-6) or pathway segment end (Line 7-8). Pathways that are too narrow are eliminated (Line
9), as the vehicle may not be able to fit in, else the pathway segment and its end centre are added (Line 10-11).
Here wi denotes the width of vehicle Ri.
Algorithm 1: getPathwaySegments
Line 1
PaAll ← NULL
Line 2
for l ← start_of_road_segment to end_of_road_segment in steps of Δ
Line 3
sweeping_line ← line from Boundary1 to Boundary2 at l
Line 4
for Y ← all points along sweeping_line
Line 5
if Y makes transition from inaccessible to accessible
Line 6
X1 ← Y
Line 7
else if Y makes transition from accessible to inaccessible
Line 8
X2 ← Y
Line 9
if || X1 – X2 || is not too narrow
Line 10
PaAll ← PaAll  path segment (X1, X2) with
Line 11
end centre = (X1+X2)/2 and width = || X1 – X2
||+wi
Line 12
end if
Line 13
end if
Line 14
end for
Line 15
end for
For algorithmic purposes pathway segment end centre represents the pathway, for more theoretical reasons
pathway may be visualized knowing the sweeping line and the segment end centres. For the same reasons we
assume the width of the pathway segment to be the width at the pathway segment end.

3.2.2 Graph Conversion and Search:
Once we have formulated the pathway segments that exist in any road segment, these pathways must be used to
find the optimal pathway for the vehicle. We again employ Dijkstra’s algorithm to use the individual pathway
segments for constructing the pathway. A graph is constructed consisting of each pathway segment as vertices.
Two pathway segments are said to be connected to each other if a vehicle can traverse from their end centres, by
any straight or curved path, without going through any inaccessible region or any other pathway segment. Note
that traversal of a vehicle as a whole is considered, and hence if any part of the vehicle is in an inaccessible
region, the connection is non-existent. We assume the weight of the edge as the Euclidian distance between the
pathway segment end centres.
Unlike Dijkstra’s algorithm used for road selection, at this level we not only emphasize finding the shortest
distance, but also stress the width of the pathway segments. As per the distance maximization hypothesis, a
wider pathway segment which may lead to longer distances may be preferable to a narrower pathway segment
but with less distance. However this attempt to maximize width has an upper threshold w max. Further the width
factor considers quality of a potential pathway as the lowest width the vehicle would encounter in its possible
journey by that pathway. Let the pathway segment sequence (making a complete pathway Pa) be Pa(m), where
Pa(m) physically denotes the pathway segment end centre. The length of the pathway (to be minimized by the
algorithm) and the width of the pathway (to be maximized by the algorithm) is give by equation (1).

length ( Pa )   Pa (m  1)  Pa (m)
m

(1)

width ( Pa )  min m (min( width (m), wmax ))
The cost of any vertex (pathway-segment) v2, while expanding v1 using Dijkstra’s algorithm, may be given by
equation (2).

ds(v2 ) = ds(v1 ) + v 2 - v1

(2)
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mwidth(v2 ) = min width(v2 ), mwidth(v1 ), wmax 
cost(v2 ) = ds(v2 ) -  mwidth(v2 )
Here ds(x) measures the distance of vertex x from source. ds(source)=0. mwidth(x) measures the minimal width
in travelling from source to x. mwidth(source)= min(width(source), w max). cost(x) is the total cost of vertex x. α
may be interpreted as a penalty constant for lower widths, or an objective weight. In the current implementation
the main intent is to find wide roads (even if they make overall route long) and hence α>>1. If the resultant
pathway has a width less than the width of the vehicle, it is assumed that no pathway is possible and path
selection algorithm needs to be computed again with the particular road blocked for traversal by this vehicle.
For this algorithm, the source is the pathway segment whose centre lies closest to the current position of the
robotic vehicle Li(t). The goal is any one of the pathway segments (the one which eventually obtains lowest
cost) produced at the last scan of the sweeping line, when it is at the end of the road segment being planned. The
result of applying Dijkstra’s algorithm is a list of pathway segments Pa(m) that the vehicle must traverse in
order to travel on the road.
The pathway segments generated in a sample road segment, along with the optimal pathway planned (as a line
joining pathway segment end centres) is shown in Figure 3. The pathway (as a region) is approximately
computed and shown in same figure.

Optimal Pathway
Sweeping line to compute
pathway segments
Dijkstra’s
Output
Line denoting
connectivity of two
pathway segments
Current
Position

Pathway Segment
End
Pathway Segment

Figure 3: Pathway Selection. A sweeping line is made to pass the entire road segment to mine out feasible
pathway segments. Connectivity between segments is determined. Dijkstra’s algorithm mines out the pathway
which is widest and shortest to the end of the road segment.

The approximate motion of the vehicle (at the pathway hierarchy) may be visualized to be in straight line joining
the pathway segment ends Pa(m), which indicates the approximate planned position L ipa(t) of the vehicle Ri as
given by equation (3)
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Lipa (t )  Pa (m1 ) 

Pa (m2 )  Pa (m1 ) b  ds(m1 )  ds(m1 )
ds(m2 )
 :
(3)
vi  t 
t 
b
b
Pa (m2 )  Pa (m1 ) 
vi 
vi
vib

3.2.3 Presence of Multiple Vehicles
The next task is to generalize the algorithm for the presence of multiple vehicles. The set criterions of short
overall path and wider pathway segments are independent from the presence of other vehicles. However it is
possible that too many vehicles get scheduled in the same pathway segment region. Every pathway has a fixed
bandwidth of traffic which it can handle, and hence planning algorithm cannot schedule more vehicles to this
number at any time. Discussions henceforth cater to this constraint.
In this case the specification of pathway segments is different for the different vehicles as they are all planned
independently by their planning hierarchies. Since the coordination is level by level, every vehicle needs to
publish its own resultant planned pathway.
In planning using Dijstra’s algorithm, the approximate time interval that the vehicle R i stays at the pathway
segment Pa(m2) which lies after pathway segment Pa(m1) is given by equation (4).





t(m1 ), t(m2 ) =  ds(mb 1 ) , ds(mb 2 ) 
 vi

vi



(4)

At every pathway segment (physically its end centre), while planning in a multi-vehicle scenario, the first step is
to check which other vehicles are using pathway segment Pa(m2) in the same time interval as the vehicle Ri.
Vehicles close by a distance of η are also included to account for approximation and measurement errors. Each
of the other vehicles is projected to move from its current position in a direct path along the consecutive
pathway segments that together form its pathway (which is not the same as the actual path traversed by the
vehicle as per its smooth trajectory).
Once the vehicles using a particular pathway segment Pa(m2) at the same time as the vehicle Ri are known,
along with their priorities relative to Ri, the next important question is to decide whether the vehicle Ri would be
able to use the particular pathway segment itself, or if too many vehicles are already scheduled and hence there
is no available width in which vehicle Ri could fit. This decision making is done on the basis of priorities.
Consider a vehicle Rr which uses the same pathway segment. Ri is said to have a higher priority compared to R r
if (i) Ri and Rr are driving in the same direction (e.g. both going from one end of a road to the other end) and Ri
lies ahead of Rr, or (ii) Ri and Rr are driving in opposite directions on a road and a point of collision lies on the
left side of the complete road. The second point is inspired by a ‘to-left’ driving rule, where a possible collision
on the right side of the road usually implies that the vehicle being driven on the wrong side is the defaulter. For
single side driving, the priority scheme would be same as in [37]. A vehicle need not consider vehicles of lower
priority in its course of planning, but it does need to consider higher priority vehicles.
The general rule is that if Rr has a higher priority and it needs to go through a pathway segment, vehicle R i
attempts to check the available remaining width in the pathway segment. If R r has a lower priority Rr needs to be
re-planned so as to account for the motion of Ri. In re-planning vehicle Rr would check if there is enough width
to accommodate it along with vehicle Ri, whilst Ri travels through the pathway segment, or alternatively it may
attempt to find a broader (and thus better) pathway.
Giving higher priority to vehicles ahead ensures that upon the arrival of new vehicles at the rear, there is no
change in the plans of any of the vehicles ahead. This saves a lot of computation by minimizing the total number
of re-plans. In a scenario where the traffic density is large, it is barely possible for a vehicle to overtake another
vehicle. In such a scenario, in effect, only the movement of the vehicle arriving needs to be planned, and this
vehicle would necessarily have to follow other vehicles. Hence the computational effort becomes very small,
even though the total number of vehicles is high and the computational complexity is (theoretically)
proportional to the number of vehicles.
The other reason for vehicles ahead being given a high priority is vehicle dynamics. Consider as a converse
example that the movement of a vehicle at the rear is planned first, followed by the movement for a vehicle at
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the front. By doing so, the vehicle at the back computes a good path (neglecting the vehicle in front of it),
essentially seeing an empty road ahead, usually therefore driving as fast as possible. If the movement of the
vehicle in front is then planned later it may be that the front vehicle is unable to compute a reasonable path and
it may slow down or even come to a standstill. However the vehicle at the rear did not originally consider a
waiting vehicle in front of it. Hence the originally planned path for the rear vehicle would have become collision
prone.
Consider the reverse scenario. The vehicle in front first comes with a good travel plan, and later the vehicle at
back is planned. A possible travel plan for the vehicle at the back may be to follow the vehicle in front. In such
circumstances the vehicle to the rear is far more likely to be able to come up with an overall feasible travel plan.
From a practical perspective consider the case of a slow moving vehicle travelling ahead of a fast moving
vehicle. If the fast moving vehicle cannot overtake the vehicle ahead, it will follow it. It does not accelerate and
collide into it.
Consider that the pathway segment Pa(m2) sees a scheduled vehicles high(Pa(m2)) which have higher priorities
and the set low(Pa(m2)) which have lower priorities. The two sets are given by equation (5)

highPa(m2 ) 

 Separ (L

pa
pa
i (t ), Lr (t ))

 t (m1 )  t  t (m2 ), priority( Rr )  priority( Ri ), r  i

r

lowPa(m2 ) 

 Separ (L

pa
pa
i (t ), Lr (t ))

 t (m1 )  t  t (m2 ), priority( Rr )  priority( Ri ), r  i

(5)

r

Here Separ(x,y) computes the separation between two vehicles placed at x and y with a value of 0 in the case
that the vehicles overlap each other/collide. Lpai(t) is the projected motion of vehicle Ri at time t at the pathway
level, where vehicles occupy the complete pathway segment width and move as per pathway segment directions.
This ensures collision is recorded if vehicles lie in same pathway segment.
The cost function of Dijkstra’s algorithm is modified to account for high priority vehicles, which it must
consider in planning. We assume that every high priority vehicle must be given w max of space, without which the
path of the vehicle may become sub-optimal. The modified cost function for any vertex v2 is hence given by
equation (6).

ds(v2 ) = ds(v1 ) + v2 - v1

(6)

mwidth(v2 ) = min width(v2 ) - size(high( v2 )).wmax , mwidth(v1 ), wmax 
cost(v2 ) = ds(v2 ) -  mwidth(v2 )
The final output of this algorithm is the pathway segments Pa(m) giving the pathway Pa. For every pathway
segment Pa(m), we further set all the collision prone vehicles with lower priorities for re-planning at the
pathway level, and all the collision prone vehicles with higher priorities for re-planning at the distributed
pathway level. This ensures all vehicles register presence of Ri in their travel plans.

3.2.4 Heuristics in the presence of Multiple Vehicles
In the case when a vehicle computes a feasible pathway for its motion, the work of this level is done and the
computed pathway is returned. However in case when the pathway computation fails to return a feasible
pathway, heuristics are used for further decision making. Since the generation of a pathway was infeasible, the
vehicle’s speed needs to be altered (most likely decreased, but could be increased) to a value which makes the
pathway generation feasible.
If a vehicle Ri fails to find a pathway whose width is more than the required width and it observes that it has
encountered a collision with a vehicle Rr travelling in the same direction with higher priority, it may choose to
reduce its speed so that it is equivalent to the speed of the vehicle with which it collided (or v bi = vbr). Reduced
speed would result in the vehicle not colliding (at the pathway level) and thus the width being reserved for the
higher priority vehicle would be eliminated, making generation of a pathway feasible. This is display of the
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vehicle following behaviour. If however the collision does not occur with a higher priority vehicle, then the
vehicle Ri must re-call the road selection algorithm with the current road marked as blocked. This is display of
being unstuck in blocked route behaviour. In any case, reducing speed v bi does not mean that the vehicle’s speed
has been permanently limited. Speeds are restored to their highest possible value (minimum of maximum and
restricted speed) at the next planning of pathway level (which may again be reduced if shortage of width or
related problems occur).
Re-planning at a level means that all published planning at that and the lower levels is invalidated and needs to
be re-computed. All the registered re-plans of pathway levels by any vehicle must be performed before a
vehicle’s motion may be planned at the next level, as pathway level planning of a vehicle impacts the pathway
distribution planning of other vehicles, irrespective of priorities.
The general algorithm employed here is given by algorithm 2. The first task is computing all possible pathway
segments (Line 1) and converting them into a graph (Line 2). The graph is searched using Dijkstra’s algorithm
(Line 3) which gives the pathway. If no pathway is possible for the vehicle as per the dynamics of other vehicles
(Line 4), we check if it is possible to compute a plan with reduced speed (Line 6), the condition for which is that
the vehicle must be colliding with another vehicle on the same side (Line 5). If it is not possible to come up with
a feasible pathway, re-planning is done at the level 1 hierarchy (Line 8) where the vehicle attempts to travel by a
completely new road. In the case when a feasible plan is found, the list of vehicles affected and which need to be
re-planned at pathway level (Line 11) and distributed pathway level (Line 12) are found.
Algorithm 2: getPathway
Line 1
PaAll ← getPathwaySegments
Line 2
make graph using all pathway segments PaAll(m) in pathway PaAll
Line 3
Pa ← pathway search using Dijkstra’s algorithm
Line 4
if Pa = null
Line 5
if unavailability of pathway segment due to collision with a higher priority
vehicle Rr in same side
Line 6
vbi = vbr, replan Ri at pathway level
Line 7
else
Line 8
re-call path computation (hierarchy 1)
Line 9
end
Line 10
else
Line 11
mark replans of all vehicles high(Pa(m)) at pathway level for all Pa(m)  Pa
Line 12
mark replans of all vehicles low(Pa(m)) at distributed pathway level for all
Pa(m)  Pa
Line 13
return pathway Pa
Line 14
end

3.3 Hierarchy 3: Pathway Distribution
Any pathway at any time could be occupied by multiple vehicles travelling in either direction. The purpose of
this hierarchy is to distribute width amongst the vehicles. In other words while the pathway planning ensures no
collision between a vehicle and static obstacles, the pathway distribution planning level attempts to maximize
the separation and to ensure that there is no collision between vehicles. This is done by strategically placing
vehicles at every pathway segment used by them.

3.3.1 Order of (re-)planning
The planning of a pathway for a vehicle Ri leads to other vehicles being forced to re-plan at the distributed
pathway level. Hence the task of this layer is to plan the vehicle Ri along with all the other vehicles requiring replanning. The order of planning is important. The vehicles are planned strictly as per their priorities, where the
priority for sorting is taken as the distance travelled in the particular road segment. Vehicles that have traversed
a greater distance are ahead and therefore have higher priorities. In the case of two vehicles travelling in the
opposite direction, the one which has just entered the segment is assigned the lower priority.
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3.3.2 Heuristic Placement of Vehicles
The main activity carried out by this layer of planning is the relative placement of vehicles inside each pathway
segment. In other words the vehicle whose trajectory is being planned needs to be positioned inside the pathway
segment by considering the other vehicles which are present in the pathway segment at the same time. For every
pathway segment Pa(m) in the pathway being planned Pa for vehicle Ri we first attempt to find the vehicles with
which it would collide or would be separated from by less than η. This is done in exactly the same manner as is
performed in the pathway selection step. Then we use this information for the placement of the vehicles.
Consider any one vehicle Rr which is found to collide in the pathway segment Pa(m) within the time interval R i
is at the segment. Ri has a higher priority if (i) it lies ahead of R r with Ri and Rr going in the same direction, or
(ii) Rr and Ri are travelling in different directions. However Ri has a lower priority if it lies behind Rr with Ri and
Rr travelling in the same direction. In a similar fashion to equation (5) we compute the sets high(Pa(m)) and
low(Pa(m)) containing vehicles with high and low priorities. It can be observed that vehicles with higher
priorities high(Pa(m)) must lie to the right of Ri and those with lower priorities low(Pa(m)) must lie to the left
of Ri in the distribution of the pathway segment Pa(m), along its width. This conforms to the traffic behaviour of
‘overtaking on the right’, ‘being overtaken on the right’ and ‘drive left’. Note that the second criterion of
prioritization is changed from the previous step, as the vehicles are not allowed to change pathways at this level,
and the fact that Rr has the same action (of being placed on the right) that needs to be performed for higher
priority vehicles.
Let the points at the two boundaries where the pathway segment ends, be P 1 and P2 respectively. The planned
approximate position of the vehicle Lpdai(m) when Ri is expected to cross pathway segment Pa(m) is given by
equation (7).

Lpdai(m) = P1 . (1-p(Pa(m)))+ P2. p(Pa(m))

(7)

where p(Pa(m)) is the relative position of Ri in the pathway segment Pa(m) given by equation (8).

pPa (m) 

2sizehigh Pa(m)   1
2sizelowPa(m)   sizehigh Pa(m)   1

(8)

The approximate motion of the vehicle at this level is in straight line between the points Lpdai(m) taken in a
continuous order.

3.3.3 Pre-preparation and Post-preparation
In many cases size(high(Pa(m))) and size(low(Pa(m))) may both be zero, making the value of p(Pa(m)) = 0.5,
which would mean that Ri lies in the centre of the road. In fact this is just fine when there are no other vehicles
around; one may drive in the centre of the road as per the separation maximization hypothesis. However if there
are any other vehicles recorded ahead or behind, one may attempt to prepare for them. In other words it means
that if another vehicle lies in front, one may attempt to align the vehicle in a correct fashion prior to entering the
pathway segment where the distribution was actually computed (called pre-preparation). Further a vehicle may
attempt to wait for some time in a wrong distribution after a vehicle has overtaken or passed by, and it itself has
crossed the pathway segment where the overtaking took place, before returning to a central position (called postpreparation). Both of these strategies contribute towards the overall separation maximization hypothesis. Hence
we change the value of all p(Pa(m)) to account for this factor. At every possible point, the vehicle tries to
perform pre-preparation or post preparation, whichever is closer in terms of the number of segments.
Figure 4 shows the distributed pathway segment for a sample map.

3.3.4 Feasibility Checks of hierarchy
Recall that the pathway connection definition demanded that a vehicle in its entirety must be able to reach one
pathway from another. Similarly it is necessary for the distributed pathway to be such that any part of the
vehicle does not lie in an inaccessible region whilst traversing. However while the pathway distribution strategy
ensures no collision as well as distance maximization from dynamic obstacles, it does not ensure avoidance of
static inaccessible regions on the road. Hence the distributed pathway points may require to be tuned, so as to
ensure a safe journey for the vehicle during driving. For any two consecutive points p(Pa(m 1)) and p(Pa(m2)) the
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minimal distance of either of these points in the direction of a sweeping line is computed, such that the vehicle
does not pass through an inaccessible region. The corresponding point is then moved by an equivalent amount.

Vehicle 2
(Speed=5*)

Vehicle 3
(Speed=15*)

Vehicle 1
(Speed=5*)
Overtake
Prepreparation

*Speed measured as unit distance per unit time
Figure 4: Pathway Distribution. Given the various vehicles that occupy a pathway segment at any given time,
the desired position of vehicle within pathway can be determined. This may result in an overtaking behaviour
subjected to possibility.
At any pathway segment there are a total of high(Pa(m))+low(Pa(m))+1 vehicles that possibly lie width to width
in the pathway segment. In case the pathway segment width is such that it cannot accommodate this many
vehicles considering their widths, then some correction must be applied. Again the same concept of priorities
comes into play. If while planning for a vehicle Ri, a pathway segment is found to contain an excessive number
of vehicles, including any vehicle Rr with a lower priority than Ri - then Rr must replan at its pathway selection
level. This means that the original planned trajectory and pathway of R r would be invalidated and replanned. As
a consequence, the replanning of Rr may invalidate the trajectory of other vehicles. If however a pathway
segment contains vehicles, all of which have higher priorities, then R i must itself replan with its bounded speed
vbi reduced to the speed of the vehicle just ahead of it. This reduction in speed ensures that excessive vehicles
are not found at the pathway segment again.
The general method of this layer is given by algorithm 3. For every segment we first need to know values for
high(Pa(m)) and low(Pa(m)) as per definition (Line 2) which gives the position of the vehicle in the pathway
segment (Line 3). The position may be tuned to account for feasibility (Line 4). If a feasible plan is found it may
be returned (Line 5). In case a plan is infeasible, an attempt may be made to make the plan feasible. If
infeasibility is due to a potential collision with a lower priority vehicle, the decision as to how to make the plan
feasible is to be taken by the other vehicle which is re-planned (Line 7-8). In case the collision is with a higher
priority vehicle, the speed is altered so as to make the vehicle being planned follow the other vehicle (Line 10).

Algorithm 3: getDistributedPathway
Line 1
for every pathway segment Pa(m) in pathway Pa
Line 2
calculate high(Pa(m)) and low(Pa(m))
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Line 3
Line 4
Line 5
Line 6
Line 7
Line 8
Line 9
Line 10
Line 11
Line 12
Line 13

calculate position by equation (7), accounting for pre-preparation and post
preparation
feasibility checks and distributed pathway tuning
if resultant distributed pathway is feasible return Ldpai
else
if collision with lower priority vehicle Rr
replan Rr at pathway level
else
vbi = vbr, replan Ri at pathway level
end if
end if
end for

3.4 Hierarchy 4: Trajectory Generation
The generated distributed pathway is a curve consisting of line segments that may be used for navigation of the
vehicle Ri. Ideally if the vehicle travels along this path with bounded speed v bi, no collision would occur and all
the individual vehicles would always be separated by a decent distance. This would happen due to the already
computed safety measures for avoiding an excessive number of vehicles in a pathway segment and the attempt
to maximize separation. However vehicles are unable to take sharp turns and hence there is a need to smoothen
the curve. The smoothing or trajectory generation operation is done here by means of BSpline curves [38, 39].
Initially all the points in the distributed pathway Lpdai(m) serve as the control points for the generation of the
spline curve, the resulting curve thus becomes the prospective trajectory of the vehicle τi(t).

3.4.1 Collision Checking and Re-planning
It is important to coordinate the different vehicles at this level as well, which is done by checking possible
collisions between vehicles. Since the coordination is level by level, this hierarchy considers the published
trajectories of the other vehicles. If any collision is found between the trajectory τ r(t) published by a vehicle Rr,
conflict resolution is performed using priorities. In this hierarchy prioritization is carried out only for vehicles
travelling in the same direction, with vehicles ahead having higher priorities. For the case of a collision with a
lower priority vehicle, the lower priority vehicle must replan. For the case of a collision with a higher priority
vehicle, the speed vbi of the vehicle Ri is reduced to the speed vbr of the higher priority vehicle Rr and Ri then
replans. However if a collision occurs with a vehicle moving in the opposite direction, then the speed is reduced
by a fixed amount and vehicle Ri is re-planned. In replanning if a collision is again encountered, the reduction in
speed the procedure is repeated until no collision is apparent.

3.4.2 Curve Smoothening
When a generated smooth trajectory is collision free, a further attempt can be made to make the trajectory even
smoother. The maximum allowable speed of the vehicle is given by its curvature (as used in [40]), which needs
to be lower than the bounded speed vbi. This is given by equations (9).





, vib  Cu (t )  0
min 
vi (t )  
 Cu (t ) 

vib
Cu (t )  0


(9)

where ρ is the frictional constant whose value depends upon the friction on the road and the value of
acceleration due to gravity. Cu(t) is the curvature. It is not possible to work over a continuous curve in the
model and hence we describe the curve in a piecewise discrete manner. In order to calculate the curvature in this
discrete model at a position τi(t) we take two adjacent points at a small distance of δ at either side of τ i(t). The
curvature Cu(t) is given by equation (10)

Cu(t )   i (t   )   i (t   )  2 i (t )

(10)
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The curve τi(t) must be smoothed as much as possible so as to allow the vehicle to possess a speed v bi
throughout its journey. It can be stressed that the objective of this hierarchy is not to minimize distance, but
rather to maximize the separation. Curve smoothing is done by re-location of the control points that ultimately
change the spline or the trajectory. Every point in the curve is checked for the maximal allowable speed. Points
where this speed is less than vbi need to be modified. An iterative smoothing algorithm is implemented that first
finds a point τi(t) where the speed is less than the desired speed vbi. The algorithm then finds the closest control
point which needs to be modified. In order to best smooth the curve, this point is placed at the mid-point of the
control point just in front and to the back.
This value is admitted only if the resultant trajectory produced is valid i.e. the complete trajectory lies on the
free road and the vehicle does not collide with other vehicles. The optimization algorithm will stop if all points
reach the specified speed threshold vbi. To avoid the optimization being carried out indefinitely if the road
segment disallows maximum speed, the optimization can be time limited, or the iteration limited – in practice
this does not present a problem. A trajectory generated for sample scenarios is given in Figure 5.

Vehicle 2
(Speed=5*)

Vehicle 3
(Speed=15*)

Vehicle 1
(Speed=5*)

*Speed measured as unit distance per unit time
Figure 5: Trajectory Generation. The indicative motion of the vehicle as stated by distributed pathway is
smoothened to generate a feasible trajectory over which the vehicle moves.
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The general approach for trajectory generation is given by algorithm 4. The algorithm first checks if the
trajectory computed so far (Line 1) is collision free or not (Line 2). In the case of a collision (Line 3-8) the
algorithm makes a decision based on the priority of the vehicle with which the collision has occurred. In the
case of a collision with a lower priority vehicle (Line 3), the other vehicle must re-plan. In the case of a collision
with higher priority vehicle (Line 4-8), the speeds are altered so as to avoid a collision. The next step, in the case
of a collision free plan, is local optimization (Line 10-22). At every iteration the algorithm proceeds by
relocating a control point c, which is closest to the point on the curve where the speed of the vehicle is computed
to be lower than desired (Line 13-14), to the mid point of adjoining control points (Line 19). If this relocation
results in an infeasible curve, the change cannot be made (Line 21). Lines 15-17 avoid the same point c being
selected at every iteration, which would continually produce an infeasible curve.
Algorithm 4: getTrajectory
Line 1
generate curve τ using distributed pathway Lidpa(m) as control points
Line 2
if curve τ has collision
Line 3
if collision occurs with a lower priority vehicle Rr, replan Rr at pathway level
Line 4
else if collision occurs with higher priority vehicle Rr moving in same side
Line 5
vbi = vbr, replan Ri at pathway level
Line 6
else if collision occurs with higher priority vehicle Rr moving in opposite side
Line 7
reduce vbi by small amount, replan Ri at pathway level
Line 8
end if
Line 9
end if
Line 10
while stopping criterion
Line 11
generate curve τ using distributed pathway Lidpa(m) as control points
Line 12
p ← point in curve τ such that the speed of vehicle is less than vbi
Line 13
if no such point p, break
Line 14
c ← closest control point to p
Line 15
if c was used in previous iteration which did not produce a valid curve
Line 16
chose a different p and c, till a new c is selected
Line 17
end if
Line 18
if no such point c, break
Line 19
temporarily move c to mid-point of next and previous control points
Line 20
generate curve τ using modified distributed pathway as control points
Line 21
if resultant curve τ is feasible with no collision with static or dynamic
obstacles, commit the change
Line 22
end while

3.4.3 Vehicular Movement
Once the trajectory of the vehicle is known, it may be simply used for traversal of the vehicle. A simple control
algorithm may be used for the same. The control algorithm sends control signals to the vehicle to trace the
planned trajectory τi(t). Along with the position, the controller also updates the vehicular speed. The speed
update is performed assuming the vehicle is capable of infinite acceleration (as in an instantaneous model [41]).
Clearly this is not a valid assumption in the case of vehicles, however we argue that the planner mostly
generates smooth trajectories, for which the speed change requirement would be minimal and hence within
finite acceleration limits. As the vehicle is planned to remain separated from other vehicles and obstacles, there
is a larger scope for correcting errors in speed control of the vehicle without any collision.

3.5 Algorithm
Based on the discussion we may write the general procedure as given in algorithm 5. We assume here that the
route selection algorithm has already been called and the road has been divided into a number of segments. This
algorithm is called upon a vehicle Ri reaching any road segment entry. Starting from the vehicle Ri, the
algorithm has two main tasks, to plan all vehicles at the pathway level (Line 4-9) and at the distributed pathway
and trajectory level (Line 10-18). Planning any vehicle at the pathway level generates as output (Line 5) a
pathway level travel plan along with a list of all vehicles which are disturbed by this generated plan and need to
be re-planned. The re-planning may be at pathway level (Line 6) or at distributed pathway level (Line 7).
Planning at distributed pathway happens in strict order of priorities (Line 10). For every vehicle we first
generate the distributed pathway (Line 12) and then the corresponding trajectory (Line 17). Planning at this level
may invalidate many vehicles at the pathway (Line 15) or distributed pathway (Line 14) levels. As the
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distributed pathway planning only makes sense if all vehicles agree to a common pathway plan for all vehicles,
re-planning is done if any vehicle changes its pathway (Line 16).
Algorithm 5: RoadSegmentPlan
Line 1
pathwayQ ← Ri
Line 2
distributedPathwayQ← NULL
Line 3
Main Loop: while true
Line 4
while pathwayQ ≠ NULL
Line 5
getPathway(pathwayQ->top)
Line 6
pathwayQ ← pathwayQ  all vehicles Rr marked for re-planning at
pathway level
Line 7
distributedPathwayQ ← distributedPathwayQ  pathway->top
 all vehicles Rr marked for re-planning at distributed pathway
level
Line 8
pathwayQ ← pathwayQ – { pathway->top }
Line 9
end while
Line 10
Line 11
Line 12
Line 13

sort distributedPathwayQ
while distributedPathwayQ ≠ NULL
getDistributedPathway(distributedPathwayQ ->top)
distributedPathwayQ ← distributedPathwayQ – {
distributedPathwayQ ->top }
distributedPathwayQ ← distributedPathwayQ  all vehicles Rr
marked for re-planning at distributed pathway level
pathwayQ ← pathwayQ  all vehicles Rr marked for re-planning at
pathway level
if pathwayQ ≠ NULL continue main loop
τi ← getTrajectory(Ri)
end
break

Line 14
Line 15
Line 16
Line 17
Line 18
Line 19
Line 20

end

4. Results
The first task associated with the testing of the algorithm was to make a simulation tool for which MATLAB
was the chosen platform. The algorithm was developed over this self-made simulation tool. As per the problem
formulation, the main task associated with the algorithm is to generate feasible paths for every vehicle in every
scenario that is presented. This is the main intention behind the testing of the algorithm. Hence the algorithm
must be able to navigate multiple vehicles from both sides amongst complex obstacle frameworks. Further
optimality is of concern. Hence overtaking is of main interest, and whenever possible a faster vehicle should be
able to overtake a slower vehicle that lies ahead of it. The algorithm further stresses on the paths constructed for
the vehicles to be fairly wide and short. If all these conditions are met, the algorithm is stated to perform well for
the scenario presented.
One of the major intentions in this research was to derive a testbed of behaviours by observing the behaviours of
vehicles in real traffic. The developed testbed therefore contains cases of commonly observed behaviours such
as obstacle avoidance, overtaking and following the vehicle in front. Further emphasis is given here on the
simultaneous exhibition of multiple behaviours like avoiding vehicles and static obstacles simultaneously or
coordinating with another vehicle for framing an obstacle avoidance strategy. Different scenarios present in the
testbed have relevance to different types of real world scenarios that the vehicles may be exposed to.
The experimentation methodology employed was layered in nature, as per the basic architecture of the
algorithm. A different set of scenarios were designed to focus on different levels of the algorithm, while in each
case the overall complete motion was guided by all the levels. We first present here, as results, experimentation
with only single or double vehicles – this is partly to indicate some of the features of the algorithm. We then
proceed to exhibit more complex behaviour of overtaking and vehicle following using multiple vehicles, before
presenting the analysis of the algorithm parameters.
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4.1 Single or Two Vehicle Scenarios
This set consists of scenarios with single or two vehicles and their ability to avoid static obstacles and each
other. The first experiment tests the highest level of planning or the ability of vehicle to find the optimal path
from its source to its destination. A roadmap is given to the algorithm for computation of the path, which is then
used for vehicle navigation. As per the algorithm guidelines, while the path computation using Dijkstra’s
algorithm takes place only once, the planning of pathway, distributed pathway, and trajectory is done at every
road segment. The resultant trajectory of the vehicle is shown in Figure 6. Here the road was broken down into 9
overlapping segments. The vehicle displayed motion with a constant fixed speed of 10 unit distances per unit
time.

Figure 6: Path traced by the vehicle for a sample road map. A single vehicle is able to reach its destination
starting from its source by following a smooth and feasible trajectory using the shortest path.
The next experiment was focussing upon the ability of the vehicle to steer through static obstacles. For better
visibility we took a section of road over which the vehicle was supposed to move. To make planning difficult,
the maps used for the purpose had curves which forced the vehicle to turn, while manoeuvring through the
obstacles. The pathway generation algorithm is the key to this scenario, which works by emphasis being placed
on maximization of widths. It is evident from this that placement of multiple obstacles on narrow roads with
large vehicles, still making some trajectory feasible, is extremely difficult and in some cases simply not
possible. This is because insertion of two or more obstacles close by can eliminate any possible feasible
trajectory, as the obstacles are practically seen as a road blockage. Hence here in the first instance we take a
wide road with a small vehicle that can easily steer around the obstacles presented. For the same reasons the
speed was limited to 5 unit distances per unit time.
The obstacle set consisted of both regular and irregularly shaped obstacles, each of which were placed
strategically to either make a complex network of pathway segments with smaller obstacles, or a simple network
with more elongated obstacles. The resultant trajectories traced by the vehicle are given in Figure 7 and as
online resource 1. In all these cases the vehicle is able to compute the largest width path of the shortest length.
In all these cases the path was traced using the maximum speed of the vehicle. Sometimes it can be observed
that the vehicle gets relatively close to obstacles, especially during the trajectory directly before entering an
obstacle region and directly after leaving an obstacle region. This happens as the ideal path of the vehicle,
without any trajectory optimization, may be reasonably sharp, and the trajectory optimizer results in a trajectory
which is smooth enough and does not lie on the obstacle. This behaviour also ensures the vehicle does not stray
too far to avoid a small obstacle.
The next set of experiments focussed upon the ability of a vehicle to steer though obstacles, at the same time
avoiding a vehicle coming towards it. This required simultaneous working of pathway determination and
pathway distribution modules. At the same time this tested the ability of vehicles to coordinate such that each
vehicle is driven on the left side of the road. The resultant trajectories (with possible points of collision) are
shown in Figure 8 and as online resource 2. It may be observed that in all these cases the vehicles maintained a
large separation from each other at the possible point of collision, at the same time avoiding the many static
obstacles.
The map for Figure 8(a) consisted of multiple obstacles, where the collision between vehicles was about to take
place at a narrow point on the road. In planning, the 1 st vehicle reduced its speed by 2 units to delay collision,
making the resultant passing at a place with much greater width as shown in Figure 8(a). In all other cases the
vehicles travelled at their maximum set speed. Similarly Figure 8(b) shows that the vehicle followed a different
route (as compared to the route in Figure 7(b)). This was because a single pathway could comfortably
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accommodate a single vehicle only and a left driving of vehicle was preferable. In the same figure the 2 nd
vehicle did travelled on the right side of the smaller obstacle. This is because the algorithm perceives the width
of a pathway segment end as the smallest width. As the widths are scanned at intervals of Δ, it cannot be
ascertained that the minimal width of a pathway would be recorded in cases where it lies in a very small region.

Figure 7: Path traced by single vehicle. (a) The vehicle can navigate amidst complex obstacle framework to
generate trajectory such that distances from obstacles is maximum and the overall trajectory is not very long. (b)
The vehicle can analyze a simple obstacle to decide from which side to avoid it.

Figure 8: Path traced by two vehicles. (a) The vehicles communicate with each other to coordinate their
speeds and trajectories such that they meet at a point where it is possible to have large separation between
themselves and other obstacles. (b) The vehicles can decide on navigating the simple obstacle from different
sides to maximize separation.

4.2 Multi-Vehicle Scenarios
The complexity was further extended to 3 vehicles with two vehicles being generated on one side of the road
and the other vehicle on the other side. One of the vehicles was generated after 10 units of time to ensure a
decent initial separation between the vehicles involved. The trajectories of the vehicles at points of closest
distance are plotted in Figure 9(a). It may be seen that this case is an extension of the previous case where the
vehicles need to avoid collision firstly from one passing vehicle and then from the other. The two vehicles
generated on the same side of the road followed almost the same trajectory. As they had the same speed,
collision between them was not possible.
Focussing upon the pathway generation algorithm while dealing with multiple vehicles, one of the important
characteristics associated is the ability of the algorithm to distribute pathways amongst vehicles, in the case
when a single pathway may not have sufficient width to simultaneously accommodate multiple vehicles. We
hence generated a map with 5 different pathways. Vehicles were generated on either side of the road, each
vehicle emerging once the previously emerged vehicle is sufficiently ahead. Speeds were decided such that the
vehicles needed to pass each other within any pathway (if they decided to use the same pathway). After tuning
of the emerging times and speeds in this manner the behaviours of the vehicles was noted. It was found that
different vehicles occupied different pathways. This is shown in Figure 9(b). Another vehicle was added to the
scenario, which had no free pathway left. As a result it decided to use the central pathway again. As the
pathways were set not to allow two vehicles, it had to lower its speed and chase the vehicle in front.
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The next experiment was designed to showcase the ability of vehicles to overtake, when sufficient width was not
available on the road to accommodate three vehicles simultaneously. The design involved a straight road and
two vehicles heading (on opposite sides of the road) towards each other. It can be seen in Figure 10 that when
the third vehicle enters the scenario, it needs to move onto the other side of the road, pass the first vehicle, and
return to its original side, while the two vehicles are coming towards each other. This is the classic mechanism
of overtaking that involves good judgement from the vehicles concerned.

Figure 9: Path traced by multiple vehicles. (a) Three vehicles coordinate with each other to meet at a
reasonably sparse region and further to maximize separation between each other (b) Each vehicle chooses to go
by a new lane so as to avoid overtaking the earlier vehicles within a small lane, or to follow a slower vehicle in
some lane. The last vehicle does not get a free lane and has to follow an earlier vehicle.
The vehicle size was in fact increased to make the task more difficult. The allowed speeds of the first two
vehicles were 5 unit distances per unit time, while the speed of the vehicle overtaking was 15 unit distances per
unit time. The simulation shows that when the 3 rd vehicle was generated, it employed a mechanism to avoid the
other two vehicles maintaining the same speed. It is clearly visible in Figure 10 that all the vehicles attempted to
align themselves to maintain the largest possible separation.

Figure 10: Overtaking behaviour (a) The rear vehicle at left is generated which computes a feasible overtake
and proceeds for the same. (b) The two vehicles earlier in scenario adjust each other to allow overtake to
happen, as the overtaking vehicle proceeds with overtaking trajectory. (c) The overtaking vehicle proceeds to
surpass the vehicle being overtaken (d) The overtaking vehicle successfully avoids the vehicle at the other side.
Whilst overtaking was feasible for the scenario generated in Figure 10, it may not always be the case. The
scenario for Figure 10 was computed so as to make the overtaking procedure feasible. Changing the time or
speed may easily make overtaking infeasible. In such a case the vehicle travelling behind may decide to simply
follow the vehicle in front. Its speed is reduced to the speed of vehicle in front. As soon as the other vehicle
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passes from the opposite direction, the vehicles attempt to return to central position. This event is pre-marked as
a re-planning event by the earlier computation of the planning algorithm. Hence the vehicles replan and an
overtaking procedure can then take place. For this example the speed of the vehicle is changed to 8 unit
distances per unit time. The resultant trajectories are shown in Figure 11.

4.3 Algorithmic Parameter Analysis
One of the major factors associated with the algorithm is the frictional parameter ρ that effectively decides the
instantaneous speed of the vehicle as per equations (9) and (10). A very high value of this factor means that the
vehicle is capable of making sharp turns at high speed. This may mean that the distributed pathway can be easily
converted to a suitable trajectory with only minor work over the edges that the splines are capable of. This
happens with mobile robots which display a dramatic change in directions while maintaining a constant
predefined speed. A very low value of this factor might however mean that a small turn can be made at a
reasonably low speed, which would in turn influence the trajectory optimization algorithm in generating paths
which are as straight as possible.
A curved path with few obstacles was used for experimentation and the distance traversed by the vehicle,
vehicle speeds during the journey (minimum, maximum, and average), time of journey and time of optimization
was plotted for various values of parameter ρ. The corresponding graphs are shown in Figure 12. The graph with
distance traversed is given in Figure 12(a). This graph can be segmented into 3 regions, sub-optimized (1-50),
optimized (50-400), and constant (400 and beyond).The sub-optimized region consists of very small values of
ρ, for which the optimizer cannot draw a trajectory, keeping the instantaneous speed close to bounded speed, at
the same time the complete trajectory is feasible. In this set of points the optimizer is stopped long before it can
safely terminate either reporting all points having reached bounded speed, or reporting that no further
optimization is possible (as further movement of any point results in infeasibility).
The optimizer starts from points near to the current position of the vehicle working to the points further off. This
is because the points further off may, in practice, be optimized at the next road segment, if they belong to the
same. In the sub-optimized region, the earlier part of the trajectory is optimized and the latter is not. For the
same reasons the distance keeps reducing (so more of trajectory is optimized) as ρ is increased. Figure 13(a)
shows the trajectory generated at a value ρ=25. A further increase in ρ (in the optimized region) enables every
point of the not-so smooth trajectory also to be within the bounded speed, which is acceptable as optimized by
the algorithm since it leads to separation maximization. Hence the distance of travel increases as we increase ρ,
as a vehicle is capable of maintaining high speeds even during sharp turns. Figure 13(b) shows the trajectory
generated at a value ρ=250. Increasing ρ further than this leads to no change in the distance of travel. This is
into the constant region of the graph, where the produced spline from the distributed pathway is considered
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smooth enough for the vehicle to travel at maximum speed. The trajectory of any vehicle in this region is shown
in Figure 13(c).

Figure 12: Analysis of the various parameters of the algorithm (a) Path length v/s ρ (b) Time required for
optimization v/s ρ. (c) Speed of traversal of vehicle v/s ρ. (d) Time of travel of vehicle v/s ρ (e) Time of
optimization v/s Δ.
Based on the discussions concerning Figure 12(a) it is reasonably straightforward to analyse the time taken for
optimization of the algorithm for increasing values of ρ shown in Figure 12(b). For the sub-optimized region (150) the algorithm stops because of the number of iterations criterion. Hence the computation time is fairly
uniform. The time taken then decreases sharply in the optimized region (50-400). This decrease is because more
curved paths are acceptable, which reduces the number of iterations required for optimization with increasing ρ.
In the constant region (400 and over) the time of optimization is constant as it involves only the single
computation of the spline produced by the distributed pathway. Slight increases that can be witnessed around
some regions (e.g. 200-250) are characteristic of the position of obstacles - making a part of curve extra-smooth
automatically avoids some obstacles.
The speed graph (shown in Figure 12(c)) shows similar trends. The maximum speed is a constant magnitude
equivalent to the bounded speed. As a consequence some regions of the trajectory are straight with infinite
curvature. The average speed shows a sharp increase in the sub-optimal region. This is because as the value of ρ
is increased, a vehicle is capable of possessing high speeds through small curves, up to the bounded speed.
Further increases in ρ result in more parts of the trajectory being optimized, which further increases the average
speed. The average speed henceforth is almost constant, equivalent to the value of the bounded speed. This
means that most regions of the trajectory are smooth enough to exhibit maximum speed.
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Figure 13: Path traced for various values of ρ. (a) Small values of ρ in which the curve needs to be extremely
smooth for the vehicle to travel. Hence the optimization algorithm fails after few iterations and only starting few
regions of the curve are smoothened. Trajectory is infeasible. (b) Intermediate values of ρ where initial curve
generated based on separation maximization needs to be moderately smoothened so as to enable vehicle to
travel it. (c) High values of ρ in which case it is possible to drive at high speeds even with sharp turns. Hence
main attempt becomes separation maximization, knowing any curve would be traceable.
The graph in Figure 12(a) showing path length did display a large variation in this region, while the average
speed graph does not. This is because a sharp turn may result in a low speed over a small region but a high
speed in all neighbouring regions. The curve of the average speed shows a similar trend to that of the average
speed, except for some lower magnitudes in certain regions, which again are characteristics due to obstacle
placement. It is possible in pursuit of optimization for a point to move in a manner such that any further motion
results in infeasibility with the speed being somewhat low at the point. The time of travel is a simple ratio
between the distance of travel and the average speed, whose graph is given in Figure 12(d). The sharp decrease
in the sub-optimal region is due to an increase in speed in the same region. The curve thereafter shows the same
trends as the distance of travel graph.
The next parameter used in the algorithm was Δ, the distance traversed by the sweeping line while recording the
pathway segments. The ideal value of this parameter depends on obstacle size. A large value of this parameter
would result in large pathway segments, whose ends may not represent the complete pathway segment. Hence it
would not be possible to compute pathway connectivity in a short time span. Too small values of this parameter
however result in an excessive number of pathways, thereby increasing the computational time of the algorithm.
On top of this they cause the vehicle to make sharp transitions (turns) between pathways for navigation.
We have analyzed the time needed for optimization for increasing values of Δ. It is evident that Δ needs to be
large enough to allow a vehicle to traverse from one pathway to another pathway without any end lying on some
further pathway. Also, values of Δ that are too large would result in the algorithm being unable to compute
connectivity being pathways by any simple method. Loss of connectivity would mean no feasible path being
reported in pathway selection. Hence the graph only shows values within these two extremes. The
corresponding plot is shown in Figure 12(e). Note that the complexity of every level (except road selection)
directly depends on the number of pathway segments. Since the value of Δ directly affects the placement of
pathway segment ends, which drastically influences the ease of optimization, there are some irregular trends
visible.
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4.4 Algorithmic Scalability Analysis
The last aspect of the simulation exercise was to judge the scalability of the algorithm. The scalability of
Dijkstra’s algorithm is clearly far more than the present road-network graph available for any country. The
scalability of other hierarchies of the algorithm depends on the number of obstacles and the number of vehicles.
We have studied here the increase in time of computation due to both of these separately. It is evident that since
every vehicle plans on its entry to every road segment, only vehicles and obstacles within the segment are
considered in any practical scenario. Hence both the number of obstacles and vehicles are limited to the
maximum that may be accommodated within a segment.
To test scalability of the number of obstacles we took a simple curved road scenario and placed road blockages
alternatively on either side of the road, forcing the vehicle to steer away from them. It is worth noting that every
obstacle necessitates the planner to realise a path which avoids the obstacles. While the extra computation at the
pathway generation is minimal, there is increased computation required for trajectory generation. However, as
only minor tuning of the pathway segment points needs to be done, the increase is minor. This is unlike
evolutionary approaches (e.g. [7]) where an increased number of obstacles in the path of the vehicle produces an
extremely large increase in planning complexity. The graph is shown in Figure 14(a).

Figure 14: Time of optimization for increasing number of obstacles and vehicles (a) Time of optimization
v/s number of obstacles. (b) Time of optimization v/s number of vehicles.
Scalability issues due to the number of vehicles were tested as well. Every vehicle which plans its path thereby
affects other vehicles which need to replan as a consequence. Replanning every vehicle may be time consuming
and hence the planning time increases as the number of vehicles in the scenario increases. For experimentation
we took a curved road with vehicles being generated from both ends at regular intervals. Every vehicle being
generated had to plan its trajectory and possibly replan the trajectory of other vehicles as well, in case of a
potential collision. The corresponding graph is shown in Figure 14(b). It can be seen that there is a small
increase in the computational time with increasing number of vehicles.

5. Related Works
While the modelling scenario is unique in its own ways, and hence there is no direct algorithm available in
literature to which the work may be compared, to the best of the knowledge of the authors. We select a few
related works and point out the differences in modelling scenario and algorithmic framework. The entire
discussion would be carried out in two parts that is algorithms from intelligent vehicles and algorithms from
mobile robotics.

5.1 Intelligent Vehicles
A number of approaches exist to deal with the planning of intelligent vehicles. Two major problems exist in
these situations. The first problem is the assumption of the road being divided into speed lanes. From a planning
perspective this simply reduces the problem of planning vehicle to decision making regarding keeping on
straight lane, or changing the lane, for which simple heuristics may be used (e.g. [42, 43]). Clearly our
formulation of not having speed lanes is more complex and hence these heuristics don’t hold. A vehicle may be
able to fit in-between two vehicles in their speed lane which algorithm needs to be able to consider. Further in
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our case no simple heuristics may decide how much and to what level the vehicle should move. A related work
reports on the use of the prioritized A* algorithm for the task of traffic reconstruction [37]. Here the authors
segment out the complete map, consisting of multiple roads. In each segment, vehicles are prioritized based on
their distance from the segment end. The prioritized A* algorithm is used for planning, which attempts to
minimize the number of lane changes, acceleration/deceleration, and maintenance of sufficient distances from
other vehicles. As pointed out by the authors themselves, the assumption that vehicles strictly drive within speed
lanes as well as a single value of acceleration/deceleration are the major limitations of the algorithm. Our
approach, in a similar modelling scenario, overcomes both these problems by not assuming speed lanes and the
dynamic computation of optimal paths and velocities.
The other problem associated with these approaches is obstacle avoidance is mostly restricted to a single
obstacle. Hence obstacle avoidance is simply done by lane changes, or moving away keeping safe distances
from obstacles (e.g. [18, 19]). No approach considers the obstacle framework to be complex, which requires a
more sophisticated obstacle avoidance strategy. In a complex obstacle formulation all these approaches may fail.
It is certain that complex obstacle formulation is not reality of present roads, but even if a chance exists for the
obstacles to assume a fairly complex shape in future, preventive measures must be made in the algorithm. This
is more highlighted by the fact that vehicles operate in absence of human drivers, and algorithmic breakup
would mean a major damage to road network.
Considering simple obstacle framework and absence of speed lanes as the modelling scenario makes the
overtaking task very simple. In most approaches overtakes are only possible in absence of obstacles, or the
participating lanes being non-blocked. The overtaking task is simply switching to the other lane, travelling
ahead of the vehicle to be overtaken, and again returning to the original lane. Heuristics are used to decide when
the lane changes are made and hence overtaking is facilitated (e.g. [44, 45]). In presented algorithm overtakes
may take place in presence of complex obstacle framework, if they are feasible. Further literature does not
consider overtakes to be done when the other lane used for overtaking has vehicle motion in other direction.
This increases the risk of accident to a great level, which is bound to happen if the overtaking vehicle does not
return back to the original lane within time. Clearly enabling vehicles to overtake within motion from both sides
within obstacle framework and without speed lanes is currently outside the scope of any intelligent vehicle
planning algorithm. Not overtaking and simply following vehicles makes the plan feasible, but it drops the
optimality to a significantly large level.

5.2 Mobile Robotics
Unlike the notion of intelligent vehicles, a large number of works exist to plan the path of a mobile robot from
source to the destination in a complex obstacle framework in presence of multiple robots. The basic difference
between the domain of mobile robotics and the autonomous vehicles is the presence of roads unlike wide
spaces. We used heuristics to trim down the high search space of the algorithm to a much limited search space.
This heuristic can be seen in the manner we divide the algorithm into layers, use a sweeping line to get
segments, use separation maximization heuristic, heuristic to alter the vehicle speeds, etc. In this mechanism we
get a limited search space, which can be solved by any trivial algorithm in small execution times. The choice of
dijkstra’s algorithm was purely due to its completeness, while the execution time was much less of an interest in
the reduced search space.
An alternative method of work would be to work on high dimensional continuous search space, and used
advanced algorithms to solve the problem. Effort can be put to tradeoff between the execution time and
completeness. We take broad categories of these works to discuss their limitations as compared to our
algorithm. The first major category is prioritization schemes for the task of planning [27]. In some sense we
used such a scheme for planning of vehicles, however we compare the algorithm to classical prioritization
scheme without any heuristics. In such a scheme every high priority vehicle plans itself without any
consideration to low priority vehicle. In such a scheme a vehicle travelling straight ahead would naturally not
give any space for a lower priority vehicle to overtake. It would rather travel straight even if it is in centre of the
road and hence blocking the other vehicle to follow. In case there was another lower priority vehicle coming
from opposite direction, it would have to make a strong steering to escape collision with the higher priority
vehicle travelling straight. In absence of sufficient space, collision is unavoidable. In our algorithm the higher
priority vehicle ahead gives overtaking space to a lower priority vehicle, which makes overtake possible and
feasible.
Graph search methods cannot solve the algorithm in real time [5]. Similar is the problem of evolutionary
methods which, even for a single vehicle, may fail to give the solutions in real time mode [6]. Modern
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algorithms like Heterogeneous Ant Colony Optimization (HACO) [46, 47] can be tuned to give effective results
in small execution times. However, as the algorithm does not use the heuristics presented in the paper, the
results would be slower to the ones generated in our present approach. Further completeness (in small execution
times) cannot be guaranteed. These algorithms work cannot directly be extended to multiple vehicles, without
devising a decentralized coordination strategy. Fuzzy [9] and potential based methods [8] do not guarantee
completeness and optimality, while being real time. Many similar approaches (e.g. [30]) may consider multiple
robots but may have similar problems when placed in a complex obstacle framework. Hence these may be
considered inferior to our algorithm which is real time, at the same time complete and optimal according to
specified modelling.
Using hierarchical algorithms usually makes non-real time algorithms perform well in real time mode. Here map
may be represented in multiple layers, each layer having different degree of abstraction [33, 34]. Paths may be
first vaguely computed, and then computed to more fine degree (e.g. [7, 9]). This is unlike our notion of
hierarchical implementation wherein paths are broken down into path segments, pathways, and pathway
segments. However difference lies in the fact that we use road width as a very important heuristic to decision
making, which tells how many and which all vehicles may be placed in parallel. This ensures a vehicle capable
of overtaking another vehicle actually does so which is an algorithm evaluation criterion. A hierarchical
representation of road would mean working on a map with low details at higher levels. This would mean a
vague idea of the road width and hence incorrect decision regarding placement of vehicles may be made making
a feasible overtake as infeasible. Roads with low width and much elongated as compared to the generally open
spaced maps of mobile robots make the difference, which further stresses on the importance of overtakes in road
scenarios.
In another work, a similar concept of the maximization of distance was considered, inspired by the manner in
which humans walk in crowded places [48]. This was used for the navigation of a mobile robot. However the
algorithm did not model any cooperative behaviour amongst multiple robots. Further the algorithm was not
complete and in characteristic maps, it could get stuck. The result would be similar to the problems encountered
with the potential approaches [8].

6. Conclusions
The multitude of scenarios that a vehicle may be exposed to, make the problem of route planning for
autonomous vehicles a difficult task. These difficulties are increased considerably with the presence of multiple
vehicles and other objects. The real-time nature of the problem eliminates the possibility of using numerous
algorithms which, although they can provide encouraging results, are costly in terms of computation time.
Humans are prone to make incorrect decisions, many times possibly because of emotional pressures. Machines,
after an optimal setting of risk factors associated with decision making, are likely to be more accurate in such
decision making.
Modelling scenario presented takes into account differences in the speeds of vehicles and their relative
importance. Complex obstacle framework is considered. Further, the modelling scenario does not consider the
presence of any speed zones or speed lanes. We argue that the era of autonomous vehicles will see vehicles
varying by large amounts in their shapes, sizes, performance and speeds, characteristics being dependant on the
utility for which they are used. Hence static traffic heuristics may no longer be valid. The proposed algorithm
described in this paper consists of 4 hierarchies of road selection, pathway selection, pathway distribution and
trajectory generation.
The present algorithm predominantly focuses on path planning of autonomous vehicles leaving aside the issue of
sensing and, to some extent, actuation. Although planning may be slightly modified to account for other vehicles
(which may even be manually driven), there may be difficulties in assuring that different vehicles may come
into consensus or correctly interpret other vehicle’s decisions. To this end, understanding of vehicular gestures
may help to some extent to validate correct understanding of other’s decision. Planning may be modified to take
into account other vehicle’s decisions.
A shortcoming of the present approach is the requirement for a relatively large separation between vehicles.
Having vehicles already close by while the planning starts may cause the vehicles to make large deviated
movements which aim towards separation maximization. However the algorithm means that for much of the
time each vehicle would be able to travel at speeds close to their respective bounded speed - although this is not
possible if a vehicle passes through a region where speed is, for some reason, to be slowed by a large amount.
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Attempts towards map interpretation, dynamic segmentation and adaptively fixing variable values of Δ may all
boost the algorithmic performance.
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